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Abstract 

Background: While breast cancer survivorship is increasing globally, mobile health (mHealth) 

interventions are used to promote the patients' health. However, considering the digital divide among 

older individuals, there is a lack of knowledge regarding the mHealth use characteristics in different 

age groups of patients to design efficient health technology tools. Aim: To compare the use 

characteristics of the REBBECA mobile app between younger and older breast cancer 

survivors. Methods: 24 breast cancer survivors residing in Stockholm were enrolled in this pilot 

cross-sectional study to use the REBECCA app for one week. 12 participants were recruited in each 

group (60 and >60 years old). The primary outcome was the level of app usage measured through 

the app logging mechanisms. User evaluation metrics were assessed with the system usability scale 

and user experience questionnaires completed after one week of the app usage. Also, the app's most 

and least liked features were qualified using open-ended questions. Results: There was no statistically 

significant difference between younger and older patients regarding the REBECCA app usage and its 

perceived user experience. Participants liked several app features, such as ease of use, built-in camera 

function, and simplicity. Moreover, the highlighted improvement areas were the annotation choices 

when registering food and stressors, and the presentation of stored data. Conclusion: The REBECCA 

app use characteristics were not significantly different between younger and older breast cancer 

survivors. Nevertheless, long-term research with a larger and more representative sample is required 

to investigate the link between patients' age and this app's use. 

 

Introduction 

In 2020, 2.3 million women were diagnosed with breast cancer throughout the world (1). It was also 

reported as the most common cancer globally (1) and in Sweden (2). Moreover, the breast cancer 

survivorship rate is rising worldwide, and it is expected to increase due to the significant advances in 

treatments and early diagnosis (3). However, this growing rate of survivorship results in increased 

disability-adjusted life-years, which are linked with considerable medical costs, reduced productivity, 

and other long-term health impacts (4). Therefore, apart from the survivorship, quality of life has now 

become a noteworthy disease outcome that is assessed in research investigating breast cancer and its 

survivorship (5). In this pilot, breast cancer survivor refers to women previously diagnosed with 

breast cancer who have successfully finished their primary treatments, such as surgery, radiation 

therapy, chemotherapy, hormone therapy, and immunotherapy (6).  

 

The leading cancer organizations have stated several lifestyle recommendations for breast cancer 

survivors to increase their quality of life, such as maintaining healthy body weight, having regular 

physical activity, and consuming a mostly plant-based diet. However, adherence to such 

recommendations is usually low among this population (7). Therefore, several methods are used to 

assess patients’ lifestyle parameters, such as diet and physical activity, to increase adherence to these 

recommendations. Despite the extensive use of the established assessment methodologies, such as 

accelerometry, direct observation, daily records, and 24-hour dietary recall in various populations (8), 

these traditional approaches include several limitations, such as being costly, time-consuming, 

burdensome for respondents, and dependent on the patient’s memory (9). Hence, there is still a need 

for better assessment methods that are precise and accurate, user-friendly, time- and cost-efficient for 

both researchers and participants, and without the demand for specialists’ presence. These tools are 

necessary to offer objective and meaningful information: (a) to the survivors themselves, (b) to the 

supervising health professionals, and (c) to relevant clinical researchers.     



 

Suitable alternatives for the traditional interventions could be Mobile health (mHealth) applications 

(10). The World Health Organization has defined mHealth as "medical and public health practice 

supported by mobile devices, such as mobile phones, patient monitoring devices, personal digital 

assistants, and other wireless devices" (11). These technologies offer numerous benefits such as 

immediate and individualized feedback, self-directing data collection, and low cost (8). Additionally, 

smartphones are likely to be used in health interventions and sizable monitoring due to their 

omnipresence in society (12). Statista reports a global penetration rate of 78.05% for smartphones in 

2020 (13). Also, in Sweden, the monthly active smartphone use rate is reported as 90%, and this 

percentage is expected to reach 96% by 2025 (14).  

 

To date, mHealth and eHealth technologies have been used in several studies for data collection or 

lifestyle promotion in different populations (12, 15, 16). Some studies have shown the influence of 

sociodemographic factors such as age on the use of health apps among adults. These studies reported 

that younger individuals were more likely to use mHealth apps than older individuals (17, 18). Similar 

findings have been reported for cancer survivors (19, 20). Correspondingly, two survey-based studies, 

one in the United States (19) and one in Sweden (20), reported a lower health-related internet use 

among older cancer survivors compared to younger patients. Although mHealth technology has been 

used in several interventions to promote breast cancer survivors’ health, the age-specific use of these 

tools was not assessed in these studies (21-24). Only in one of these interventions, participants who 

declined to participate were significantly older than those who accepted to participate (24).  

 

Furthermore, older breast cancer survivors experience both adverse treatment effects and health issues 

related to aging (25). Therefore, considering the large and increasing proportion of this population, 

their special needs (25), and the lower technology use among older adults (17, 18), research is 

warranted to design relevant and effective mHealth tools for this population. To the best of our 

knowledge, less is known about the differences in the use characteristics of mHealth technology in 

different age groups of breast cancer survivors. Acquiring more understanding in this area will 

provide helpful information for designing mHealth tools based on the specific needs of patients of all 

ages. This could result in more efficient mHealth interventions by bridging the digital divide in the 

older population using this mobile application and similar mHealth tools. 

 

We used and evaluated the REBECCA app, a custom-built mobile application, for data collection in 

this pilot. It is part of the REBECCA system, a monitoring platform that uses smartphones to collect 

real-world data (RDW). This is a European Union (EU)-funded project that will provide a 

combination of clinical data and RWD describing women's physical activity, eating habits, and self-

report measurements to promote breast cancer survivors' health. 

 

This pilot aims to investigate the differences in using the REBBECA mobile app for lifestyle 

monitoring in two age groups of breast cancer survivors (below and above 60 years of age). The goal 

of the pilot is to identify possible barriers in the specific mobile app, potentially relevant for younger 

or older patients, to support optimized app versions in the future. This study aims to determine 

whether older breast cancer survivors differ from younger patients regarding the REBECCA app 

usage. The secondary aims were to specify the differences in the user evaluation metrics of the 

REBBECA app in the younger vs. the older patients, and the other secondary aim was to obtain an 

insight into the users’ most and least liked features of the REBECCA app.  



 

Methods and Materials 

Study Design and Setting 

A cross-sectional single-center pilot study was conducted to investigate the differences in using the 

REBECCA mobile app for monitoring dietary behaviors and physical activity lifestyle parameters in 

2 different age groups of breast cancer survivors (60 and >60 years old). This study was the 2nd 

Phase of a REBECCA study conducted from April to May 2022 in collaboration with AMAZONA’s 

locale, the oldest and largest local breast cancer association in Stockholm County. The data collection 

was performed remotely through the REBECCA mobile app for one week. This study was approved 

by the Swedish Etikprövningsmyndigheten prior to the recruitment of participants. Dnr: 2021-03982. 

 

Participants and Recruitment 

The sample included breast cancer survivors residing in Stockholm, Sweden, who were members of 

the AMAZONA breast cancer patient association. Based on the eligibility criteria for inclusion in the 

study, patients had to: i) be 18 years of age or older; ii) be able to speak and read Swedish; iii) have 

finished their primary breast cancer treatment within the previous 10 years (self-reported); iv) own 

an Android or iOS smartphone, and v) have daily access to the internet. Exclusion criteria for 

participation were: i) current cancer recurrence; ii) the presence of medical conditions such as 

dementia, anorexia, or any other condition that might independently affect the use of the REBECCA 

mobile app. Finally, iii) those who self-reported limited technological and mHealth literacy to use the 

app were also excluded. Study participants were mainly recruited from breast cancer survivors 

involved in the previous phase of the REBECCA study (Phase 1). During Phase 1 (conducted Nov-

Dec 2021), the patients visited the AMAZONA locale, where they provided data to support the online 

behavior analytics of the REBECCA system. While Phase 1 supported the recruitment for this effort, 

it is not relevant to the present report and is not further expanded upon here. All participants in the 

Phase 1 REBECCA data collection were contacted again via email in April 2022. Out of the 25 

previous participants, 22 agreed to participate in this data collection phase (Phase 2). Also, 2 new 

individuals, who could not participate in the previous part due to late response, were recruited for this 

part. Participants were recruited into two age groups, breast cancer survivors younger or equal to 60 

years of age (n=13) and breast cancer survivors older than 60 years of age (n=11). 

 

REBACCA App Description 

REBECCA is a lifestyle monitoring mobile app developed by a technical team at the Aristotle 

University of Thessaloniki. This app was used and evaluated in this study to collect data from breast 

cancer survivors. Prior to the data collection, the study staff performed the app's technical test in 2 

phases. In the first phase, severe problems with the app and generic feedback to improve the app's 

usability were reported to the technical team. In addition, during the second phase, the quality of the 

collected data was tested. The app consists of several basic components. The main screen includes a 

graph showing the amount of the user’s data contribution, a manual sync button, a button to capture 

and annotate photos, and a menu bar (Figure 1A). Once a user installs the app, an anonymous random 

nickname is suggested to them as their username. The app collects continuous GPS locations from 

the mobile, intending to use them to evaluate the user's lifestyle habits. On the main screen, the data 

contribution graph displays the number of the user's photos, questionnaires, and location sessions 

uploaded to the server. The data is either automatically or manually synced with the server in the 

presence of the internet. In addition, participants can capture and annotate their 



meal/drink/environmental stressors by clicking on the photo button and selecting a category (e.g., 

meal: breakfast, lunch, dinner, snack). After choosing the photo categories, users can capture the 

photo, retake/save it, and provide annotations for it. For example, if a user uploads a picture of fruits 

and nuts, they can select "meal">> "snack">> "fruit/salad" and "legumes or nuts">> "finish" (Figure 

1B). In the menu bar, there is a “questionnaire” section (Figure 1C), offering several questionnaires 

related to patients’ reported outcomes measures (e.g., fatigue questionnaire).  

 

 

 
Figure 1. A. The REBECCA's main screen including the user contribution graph, manual sync button, 

photo button, and menu bar, B. An example of a meal photo annotation, and C. The menu bar 

including questionnaires, setting, permissions, privacy policy and information about the app 

Instruments and Outcome Measures 

Demographic characteristics: Participants’ age, education, and the time since their latest breast 

cancer diagnosis were assessed using a short online questionnaire built-in Redcap. Participants in 

Phase 1 REBECCA data collection had already completed this questionnaire in November 2021, and 

their previous data was used. However, the new participants were asked to complete the same 

questionnaire at the beginning of their participation. 

 

The REBECCA app usage (primary outcome): It was assessed through the active user-app interaction 

and the volume of recorded GPS data, using automated mobile app logging mechanisms.  The active 

user-app interaction was quantified through the summation of picture-taking instances, and the 

answers to daily questionnaires after one week of using the REBECCA mobile app. The volume of 

recorded GPS data in the REBBECA app was quantified by the number of GPS points recorded by 

the app per week. These parameters were compared between the two age groups. These data were 

also compared with subjectively collected data through the patients' self-report after the evaluation 

process. This was estimated by assessing the patients' answers to a question by asking how many 

times per day they interacted with the app. 

 



User evaluation metrics about the REBECCA app (secondary outcome): This was measured and 

compared between the groups using system usability scale (SUS) and user experience questionnaire 

(UEQ). Both questionnaires were embedded in a form named Feedback questionnaire, built through 

the Redcap web application. The Feedback questionnaire was electronically distributed and 

completed by the participants. SUS questionnaire was used to measure the usability of the REBECCA 

app. It consists of 10-item with five response options, ranging from “Strongly agree” to “Strongly 

disagree”. A SUS score of more than 68 is considered above average, while anything less than 68 is 

considered below average (26). The UEQ includes 26 items and assesses the app’s user experience 

using six scales: Attractiveness; Perspicuity; Efficiency; Dependability; Stimulation; and Novelty. 

Each item consists of a 7-point scale, labeled at the two extremes (e.g., boring vs. exciting) (27). It is 

available in 21 languages, and its Swedish version has been used in this study. The participants’ 

overall evaluation of each item determined the analysis outcomes. While the values of -0.8 and 0.8 

for an item demonstrate a neutral response, values below -0.8 and above 0.8, respectively, indicate 

the users’ negative and positive evaluation of that item (27). 

 

Most and least liked features of the REBBECCA app (secondary outcome): Two open-ended 

questions were embedded at the end of the Feedback questionnaire, asking about at least 2 of the 

REBECCA app’s features that the participants liked or thought needed further improvement. 

 

Data Collection 

Following the recruitment, patients assigned to participate in both age groups were invited in groups 

of 2 to 4 for a 1 hour informational and study setup meeting at AMAZONA’s locale. There, 

participants downloaded the app by scanning a QR code and finally got access to it with a password 

given to them. They also received written and oral instructions on using it during data collection. 

Additionally, they signed a new informed consent covering their participation and the use of data for 

Phase 2, specifically. During the data collection period, the app constantly captured the users’ GPS 

signal, allowing the automatic estimation of lifestyle mobility (e.g., time at home vs. time outside). 

In addition, the participants were asked to record their meals and drinks using the inbuilt picture-

taking feature, which also incorporated simple meal/drink annotations, inspired by UK’s 

recommendations for a better diet for cancer patients (28). They were asked to upload and annotate 

at least five meal/drink pictures (e.g., lunch, dinner, snack, drink) per day and at least five 

environmental stressors per week. Environmental stressors were explained to them as everything in 

their environment that affect them negatively (e.g., a crowded bus, a busy road, barking dogs, a queue 

in the grocery store). Participants were also asked to answer a short questionnaire once a day which 

they were reminded of with a push notification every evening. Moreover, to avoid missing data due 

to technical problems with auto-syncing, participants were asked to sync the app manually with the 

server every day at noon. During the data collection, participants could contact the study staff to 

receive technical support or ask questions regarding the use of the app. After one week, all participants 

who completed the data collection took part in 1-hour follow-up meetings in groups of 3 to 4. 

Meetings were arranged either in person or via Zoom based on the participants’ preferences. After 

completing the online Feedback questionnaire during these meetings, participants expressed their 

verbal feedback about their experiences using the REBECCA app. After one week of data collection 

and completing the follow-up session, participants were asked to continue using the app for two more 

weeks. Analysis of the data from the additional two weeks of the app usage and verbal feedback of 

the users in the follow-up meetings is ongoing in the REBECCA project and is not included in this 

report. 



 

Statistical Analysis 

Regarding SUS results, the scores were interpreted by converting participants’ scores for each 

question to a new number, adding them together, and multiplying them to 2.5 to achieve 0-100 scores 

(26). The data from UEQ was primarily processed using a data analysis tool in an excel sheet provided 

by the UEQ team (29). The patients’ sociodemographic characteristics were compared between two 

age groups using Chi-squared tests with frequencies and percentages. The normality of the data was 

controlled using descriptive statistics. Non-parametric tests were used for comparisons due to the 

non-normality in the data distribution. Mann-Whitney U tests were performed to compare the 

REBECCA app usage and the user evaluation metrics of the app between the two independent groups. 

A Wilcoxon signed ranked test was carried out to compare the level of interactions between the first 

and last two days of the data collection period. In addition, thematic analysis was performed using 

the Braun and Clarkes guidelines (30) for the open-ended questions. P-values less than 0.05 were 

considered statistically significant, and all analyses were performed using IBM SPSS version 27.0 

for Mac. 

Results 

Demographic characteristics 

The demographic characteristics of both younger (n=11) and older patients (n=11) who completed 

the data collection are presented in Table 1. The proportion of higher-educated participants was equal 

in the younger and older group (7 in each group; 63.6%). 90% of the younger participants and 73.7% 

of the older participants received their latest breast cancer diagnosis within the last five years. No 

significant differences between the age groups for having higher education (p=1.00) and receiving a 

breast cancer diagnosis within the last five years (p=0.26) were observed. All recruited participants 

received instructions on how to use the REBECCA app. One participant decided to leave the study 

due to the lack of time. One dropped out of the study due to the technical issues related to downloading 

the app. The objective data of two participants were missing because of a technical problem disrupting 

the synchronization of their data to the server. Two participants did not attend the second meeting to 

complete the Feedback questionnaire. The study flow chart is presented in Figure 2. 

 

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the patients by age 

Characteristics Total 

(n=22)  

Younger 

(n=11, 50%) 

Older (n=11, 

50%) 

2 p-

value3 

Having higher education1, n (%) 14 (63.6%) 7 (63.6%) 7 (63.6%) 0.00 1.00 

Received diagnosis within the last 

5 years2, n (%) 

18 (81.8%) 10 (90.9%) 8 (73.7%) 1.22 0.26 

n, Number of participants 
1 refers to any university degree 
2 with reference to the year 2022 
3 The statistical comparisons were performed using Chi-square tests 

 



 
 

Figure 2. The study flow chart



 

The REBECCA app usage 

Table 2 provides results comparing the REBECCA app usage during the one week of the REBECCA 

app use between the two age groups. No significant difference was found between the level of active 

interaction per week (i.e., the number of reported questionnaires and photos) with the REBECCA app 

for the younger compared to the older group (58.6 ± 22.86 vs. 46 ± 18.45 interactions/week, p=0.4). 

Also, the volume of recorded GPS data for one week of the app use was not significantly different 

between the younger and the older patients (10512.29  7938.8 vs. 17792.78  18959.9 recorded GPS 

points/week, p=0.63).  

 

Table 2. The REBECCA app usage comparison between the two age groups 

 Total Younger Older Z p-

value5 

Mean  SD Mean  SD Mean  SD   

User-app active 

interactions/week1 

52.3  21.23 

(n=203) 

58.6  22.86 

(n=10) 

46  18.45 

(n=10) 

-

0.83 

0.4 

Photos/week  41.05   20.02 47.8  22.86 34.3  14.94 

Questionnaires/week  

 

11.25  3.86 10.8  2.61 11.7  4.92 

Volume of recorded 

GPS data/week2 

14607.56  

15193.59 (n=164) 

10512.29  

7938.8 (n=7) 

17792.78  

18959.9 (n=9) 

-

0.47 

0.63 

n, Number of participants; SD, Standard deviation 
1 The number of recorded photos and questionnaires per week 
2 The number of recorded GPS data per week 
3 Data from 2 participants was missing due to technical issues related to synchronization 
4 Data from 6 participants was missing due to the technical issues in their phones disrupting the GPS data 

capturing 
5 The statistical comparisons were performed using Mann-Whitney U tests 

 

User app’s evaluation metrics 

The SUS scores for the REBECCA app, calculated by the SUS formula, are presented in Table 3 and 

Figure 3, by age group. The overall SUS score of the whole sample (n=20) was 68.12 out of 100, 

indicating an “average” usability for the app (26). The SUS score for the younger users did not 

significantly differ from the older users’ ratings (70.35 vs. 65.9, p=0.82). The overall results of the 

UEQ for the whole sample (n=20) are presented in Figure 4 and Table 3. Among all the 

items, Perspicuity had the highest average score (1.2 ± 1.12). Figure 4A shows the relative results of 

the UEQ compared to the UEQ benchmark dataset, comparing the results of the REBECCA app to 

the other products (31). The overall average of Attractiveness score was 0.2 ± 0.93; Efficiency 0.43 ± 

0.99; Dependability 0.3 ± 0.69; Stimulation -0.02 ± 0.93, and Novelty 0.2 ± 1.02 (Table 3). Table 3 

also compares the results of each UEQ item for the REBECCA by age group. No statistically 

significant difference was shown for any of the UEQ items’ value (Attractiveness, Perspicuity, 

Efficiency, Dependability, Stimulation scale, and Novelty) between the groups (p= 0.7; 0.93; 0.25; 

0.42; 0.37; 0.97). Figure 4B shows the overall UEQ results by grouping the UEQ scales into 3 

categories: Attractiveness, Pragmatic quality (Perspicuity, Efficiency, and Dependability) describing 

the quality aspects of the app, and Hedonic quality (Stimulation and Originality) describing the non-

task related quality aspects.  

 



Table 3. The comparison of the REBECCA app’ use metric evaluation between the two age groups 

 Total 

(n=201) 

Younger (n=10) Older (n=10) Z p-

value2 

Mean  SD Mean  SD Mean  SD 

SUS score 

 

68.12  31.9 70.35  27.8 65.9  36.94 -0.22 0.82 

UEQ score        

Attractiveness 0.2  0.93 0.26  0.79 0.13  1.09 -0.38 0.7 

Perspicuity  1.2  1.12 1.22  1.21 1.17  1.09 -0.07 0.93 

Efficiency 0.43  0.99 0.7  1.01 0.17  0.95 -1.14 0.25 

Dependability 0.3  0.69 0.42  0.68 0.17  0.7 -0.8 0.42 

Stimulation -0.02  0.93 -0.17  0.79 0.12  1.08 -0.88 0.37 

Novelty 0.2  1.02 0.17  0.95 0.22  1.13 -0.03 0.97 

n, Number of participants; SD: Standard deviation; SUS: System usability scale; UEQ: User experience questionnaire 
1 Data from 2 participants was missing due to uncompleted questionnaires 
2 The statistical comparisons were performed using Mann-Whitney U tests  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. The average SUS scores for the REBECCA app by age group 

 

 



Figure 4. Results of the UEQ scale, A. The value of each UEQ item for the whole sample compared to the 

UEQ benchmark dataset, B. the overall UEQ results by grouping the UEQ scales into 3 categories: 

Pragmatic quality; Hedonic quality; Attractiveness 
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Most and least liked features of the REBBECCA app 

Table 4 presents the three most frequently mentioned features of the REBECCA app that the users 

appreciated and, similarly, those they wished to be improved, as mentioned in the two open-ended 

questions included in the Feedback questionnaire. Ease of use, the photo capturing function in the 

app, and simplicity (mentioned 8, 6, and 5 times, respectively) were the most appreciated app 

characteristics by the participants. The most frequently mentioned aspects that should be improved 

were: “lack of appropriate alternatives for food annotations (8 times)”, “lack of appropriate 

alternatives for stressor annotations (8 times)”, and “lack of the ability to see the history of their 

logged data (4 times)”. 

 

 

Table 4. Most and least liked features of the REBECCA app 

Most liked features Mentions Least liked features Mentions 

Ease of use 8 Lacking stressor annotation 

alternatives 

8 

The photo capturing function 6 Lacking food annotation 

alternatives 

8 

Simplicity 5 Lacking logged data history 4 

 

Descriptive app use characteristics across the whole sample 

Figure 5A represents a graph of the trend of active interactions with the app at the beginning vs. end 

of the data collection period (one week) across the whole sample. There was no statistically 

significant difference in the level of active user-app interaction between the first and the last two days 

of data collection in the Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test (14.5 vs. 12.45 interactions/2 days, p=0.16).  

The time distribution of interactions during a week of use of the REBECCA app across the whole 

sample is visualized in Figure 5B. The active interactions with the app were lower in the morning  

(14%) compared to the rest of the day (28-29%). Figure 5C shows the proportion of each photo 

category captured across the whole sample during one week of data collection. The proportion of 

reported snacks (38%) was higher than the other photo categories, which included: breakfasts (13%), 

lunches (11%), dinners (14%), drinks (13%), and stressors (11%)). In addition, according to the self-

reported data, 17 out of 20 participants, regardless of their group, answered that they interacted with 

the REBECCA app 4-6 times per day. This number is slightly lower than the level of active interaction 

measured objectively (7.4 interactions/day) through the app’s logging mechanisms. 
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Figure 5. Descriptive app use characteristics across all the participants, A. The trend of active 

interactions with the app at the beginning vs. end of the data collection period (average interactions/2 

days), B. The time distribution of interactions during the week of use of the REBECCA app (%), C. 

The proportion of each type of photo captured by participants during one week of data collection (%) 

 

 

Discussion 

Principal findings 

This master thesis investigated the differences between younger and older breast cancer survivors 

regarding the REBECCA app use characteristics. This report indicates no significant difference 

between younger and older breast cancer survivors in the REBECCA app usage and the patients' 

perceptions of the app's user experience. In addition, regarding the most and least liked app features, 

the ease of use, the simplicity, and the inbuilt picture-taking functionality were the features that the 

users liked about the REBECCA app. Moreover, three requested improvements for the app were to 

add more relevant and comprehensive alternatives for food and stressor picture annotations and the 

presentation of the user's data-logged history. Furthermore, our study shows no significant difference 

between the level of active interaction with the REBECCA app at the beginning and end of the one 

week of app usage. Regarding the distribution of user-app interaction, the participants had the lowest 

interaction with the app in the morning (until 9 AM), while the most uploaded type of photographic 

data was in the "snack" category. Moreover, the objective measured number of interactions per day 

was more than the amount that the participants perceived. 

 

Relation to current and relevant literature in the field 

REBECCA app usage 

We found that there was no significant difference between younger and older breast cancer survivors 

in the REBECCA app usage. This is in line with the results of the previous randomized control trials 

investigating the use of mHealth and eHealth in cancer survivors, where no significant association 
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between their age and app usage was observed (32, 33). These studies used a similar approach to 

measure app usage (i.e., using the user's logs on the server). On the other hand, these findings contrast 

with the majority of previous research that looked at the influence of age on mHealth/eHealth tool 

usage (18, 34, 35). Commonly those indicate a lower health technology use among seniors than 

younger adults (18, 34, 35). However, most of these studies used self-reported rather than objectively 

collected data, which might introduce sources of self-reporting bias in their findings (9).  

 

Potentially explaining these discrepancies, Jiang et al. (36) have previously reported that the 

difference in using mHealth between younger and older patients with cardiovascular diseases was 

due to the technology literacy, not due to the age of the users. The important role of technology 

literacy in using health apps could explain our results, as our sample was relatively well educated 

(63.6% had higher-level education) and probably had relatively high levels of technology skills. 

Indeed, in a previous, non-published effort by the REBECCA project, when 511 AMAZONA 

members participated in a technology literacy survey, 94% reported daily internet usage. Since the 

Amazona members were this study’s main recruitment pool, it is expected that our sample shared 

these characteristics.   

 

Moreover, an additional previously indicated factor for the lower rate of app adoption in older adults 

has been the lower rate of mobile device ownership in that age group (37). A national survey-based 

study investigating age differences in health technology use (37) indicated a lower rate of health app 

usage among older adults in the United States. However, adjusting the analysis for the ownership of 

technology devices revealed the critical influence of technology device ownership on the link between 

age and health technology use (37). Thus, the increasing proportion of older individuals living in 

Sweden who have access to the internet at home (38) and the high rate of smartphone user penetration 

in this country (14) could justify the similarity in the mHealth use between younger and older patients 

in our results.  

 

Finally, the type of mHealth technology and specific design characteristics for older people are two 

additional potential explanations for this population's lower use of health technology. Although some 

studies agree on the association between age and health app use (18, 34, 35), this association varies 

for different types of mobile apps (17). For instance, while the users of fitness apps tend to be younger, 

the usual users of self-care and vital apps tend to be older (17). This variation of mHealth tool 

characteristics can also be viewed as the underlying reason for the inconsistent reports about the 

association between age and mHealth app usage in the domain. 

 

User app’s  evaluation metrics 

The patient-reported subjective evaluations of the app were performed using two standardized user 

questionnaires specifically designed for digital tool evaluations.The overall SUS score was 68.12, 

indicating average usability for the REBECCA app. However, the significant standard deviation 

(31.9) from the mean SUS score across the whole sample (i.e., the high coefficient variation) reveals 

the low agreement among the users on this evaluation metric. Regarding age, no significant difference 

in perceived app usability between younger and older patients was observed. This finding is similar 

to those reported by Jaana et al. (39), where the older adults and the general adult population were 

not significantly different regarding user satisfaction with a self-tracking mHealth app (39).  
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Similarly, the results of the UEQ evaluation did not vary based on patients' age groups. According to 

the overall UEQ results, the REBECCA app, in general, was not attractive to the participants. 

Although the app needs improvements in both pragmatic and hedonic aspects, its overall pragmatic 

quality was rated higher than the hedonic quality. These results are not surprising as the app was in 

its initial development stage. In addition, considering the UEQ results of the whole sample, 

perspicuity was the highest-rated dimension of the app. This indicates that learning how to use the 

app easily is the best aspect of its perceived user experience. However, our findings are difficult to 

compare with others in the field, since the analysis outcomes are related to the particular 

eHealth/mHealth tools and each user group’s specific characteristics and needs. Also, the lack of 

studies for young vs. older users, especially in the domain of breast cancer, is a limiting factor to the 

comparison of this study’s outcomes to other reports. Overall, there is still room for improvement in 

the REBECCA app regarding its user experience and usability. It is expected that improving these 

characteristics will, in the future, result in a higher usage rate of the app. 

 

The most and least liked features of the REBECCA app 

The open-ended questions revealed the potential factors influencing the REBECCA app's weak user 

experience evaluation. Participants mentioned the app's ease of use, built-in camera function, and 

simplicity as the most liked features. Similarly, in one study investigating breast cancer survivors' 

preferences for mHealth intervention features, the users mentioned the importance of an app being 

easy to use (40). In addition, one literature review reported the importance of ease of use and using 

visual materials for apps designed for patients with chronic diseases (34). These results were not 

unexpected since ease of use is one of the crucial factors for the acceptability of mHealth technology 

(41). Additionally, the low burden related to the image-based dietary assessment (IBDA) (42) for the 

patients compared to the other dietary assessment methods such as weighted food records and 24-

hours food recalls could be the reason for the popularity of the built-in camera function. This dietary 

assessment method also has some advantages for the researchers, such as quick and easy data 

collection and a lower risk of recall bias (42). 

 

REBECCA app users also mentioned a lack of appropriate alternatives for annotating stressors and 

food in the app. While some nutrition apps using the IBDA method demand the users’ written or 

voice descriptions to support the app in identifying the food items in the pictures (43), the idea for 

the design of the REBECCA app's dietary assessment feature was to provide quick and 

straightforward annotations to describe the food images. This design reduces the users’ burden and is 

more likely to be used for a long period of time. Therefore, we used a limited number of food 

annotations relevant to several food components (e.g., whole grain components, white and red meat, 

fruit/salad). In addition, one aspect that breast cancer survivors believed needed improvement in 

mental health apps was the lack of tailoring the technology to the specific needs of the patients, as 

the tested tool was not perceived as relevant, specifically to breast cancer (44). The authors note that 

it is important to tailor health technologies considering the end-users need to increase engagement 

with the app (44). In general, it has been noted that tailoring apps to the patient's requirements can 

also improve health care delivery to patients with different cultures and characteristics (45). For 

instance, adding more annotation alternatives for stressors relevant to breast cancer survivors living 

in Sweden could improve the usability outcomes for the REBECCA app. Also, regarding food logs, 

a comprehensive list of food annotations that covers all food groups and is relevant to the socio-

cultural characteristics of the target group is crucial. 
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Finally, the patients’ request to be able to look back on their logged history was also mentioned in 

another study investigating breast cancer survivors’ preferences for mHealth (40). A report from Lee 

K et al. (46) evaluating a personal health record app also indicates that using the self-monitoring 

feature in the mHealth apps is associated with the long-term use of those apps (46). This feature also 

improves the individuals’ dietary habits by informing them about their usual dietary intake (47). Thus, 

adding this feature to the mHealth apps could promote both the technical and clinical feasibility of 

the apps. 

 

Descriptive app use characteristics across the whole sample 

Due to the short data collection period, we did not compare the compliance to use the app between 

the two groups. Nevertheless, one study on a health app collecting self-reporting data in breast cancer 

patients (48) indicates no significant association between age and compliance to using the app. Also, 

regarding the overall compliance, the average mean reporting data in the app had a decreasing trend 

over 90 days in the mentioned report (48). However, this is not to be compared with our results as we 

only measured this metric in one week. 

 

Regarding the daily app usage pattern, our results differed from another study investigating the 

patterns of mental health app usage, which reports these health app usage peaks in the morning and 

evening (49). However, this pattern could differ considering the type of the app and the participants’ 

characteristics. For example, performing tasks such as optional food reporting in the REBECCA app 

may be more prone to be forgotten compared to the apps that provide instant services to the users, 

such as mindfulness apps. Also, individuals based on their characteristics, eat their meals at different 

times of the day. For instance, in our results, the lower rate of app usage was reported in the morning 

(until 9 AM), while the number of reported lunch (11%) meals was lower than breakfasts (13%). This 

indicates that our sample may have started their days late and reported breakfast after 9 AM. Overall, 

these data help detect the actual times of the day that the specific app users need to be reminded to 

report data. Accordingly, sending push notifications during these times may improve the app usage. 

Furthermore, reporting the "snack" category as the most reported data could be due to the participants' 

cultural characteristics. In Swedish culture, it is very common to have multiple breaks during a day, 

called "Fika", for drinking coffee and having snacks together with friends or family. This cultural 

characteristic may explain our results, and it might be different in the other settings. 

 

Strengths, limitations, and generalizability 

Our study has several strengths. First, we used the REBECCA app logging data to assess the app use 

characteristics. This objective method is free of self-reporting biases such as recall and social 

desirability biases (50).  Second, to ensure that the app is ready to be tested by the target group, the 

study staff carried out an internal technical validation prior to the recruitment. Following the technical 

test, some bugs were fixed, and several changes were made to make it easier to work with the app. 

Third, the active involvement of AMAZONA in this project resulted in a safe and friendly research 

environment, allowing participants to feel involved in the study and express their actual feedback 

regarding the app. Furthermore, we used open-ended questions to support and clarify the user 

experience quantitative data.  This will give the researchers a better insight into the facilitators and 

barriers in using the REBECCA app.  Finally, this pilot study is helpful to detect and solve possible 

practical issues in the methodological design before the main study, since performing a pilot study 

enhances the chance of success of the main research; nevertheless, it does not ensure it (51). 
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While the study was carried out successfully, there were some limitations. The first issue was the 

study's small sample size which reduces the statistical power. In addition, concerning the study's 

cross-sectional design and the short-term evaluation of the app usage, we could not evaluate the 

behavior changes both in the app's use and lifestyle over time. Nevertheless, this pilot still provides 

evidence for the technical feasibility of the REBECCA app in further, larger-scale research actions, 

and the mentioned outcomes will be investigated in a more extended period with an appropriate 

sample size further in the main study. Also, some technical problems with the app were not diagnosed 

before the study (e.g., issues with GPS data collection in some devices), which may have affected our 

results. Nonetheless, technical issues are not rare in such studies, and one of the aims of this pilot was 

to detect and fix these technical problems to be solved for the main study. Moreover, the participants 

were sourced from a single breast cancer association in Stockholm. This recruitment strategy may 

limit the generalizability of our findings to the breast cancer survivors living in other settings. 

However, considering the findings of this study as country-specific, the results apply to the target 

population living in Sweden. The reason is that the proportion of women residing in Stockholm who 

have access to the internet at home and use mobile apps is very similar to that of other Swedish 

regions (52). One more concern regarding the representativeness of this sample for the target 

population was their high motivation to help. However, patients with certain conditions are more 

likely to participate in these research types than the general population (21). Thus, our sample 

characteristics may have potential relevance to the target group of future clinical trials. 

 

Ethical considerations 

This study was approved by the Swedish ethics review authority. All participants signed the informed 

consent after receiving verbal and written comprehensive information about the study itself, their 

involvement, and all the actions taken to protect their privacy. They were also ensured that 

participation in the research is entirely voluntary, declining to participate would not affect their 

membership at Amazona, and they have the right to leave the study or request to erase their personal 

data at any time without any explanation. Also, considering this study population as a vulnerable 

group, we could not conduct this research on other populations since the goal of this study was to 

identify the actual needs of the breast cancer survivors as the end-users of the REBECCA app. 

Accordingly, this population will benefit from the findings of this study which will provide them with 

better and more relevant post-cancer care in the future (53). Moreover, concerning confidentiality, 

each participant received a unique study identity (i.e., ADC_PRT_XX) that was used for all not-in-

the-app logging of personal information. As an additional privacy measure, when a participant got 

registered in the app, they were randomly assigned anonymous nicknames that were not connected to 

their Study ID (i.e., Ciel_Starfish29). Moreover, study IDs and app nicknames were linked to the 

participants' real IDs externally to the system, in offline matching documents. These coding lists were 

stored separately from the collected data, and only the research coordinator and the AMAZONA 

study personnel had access to them. In addition, the de-identified data was transmitted to the research 

server using an encrypted web protocol during the data collection time. This data was stored in an 

encrypted web portal in the project server, allowing limited access to research team members. Also, 

in reference to GDPR (54) defined roles, the data controllers are KI and the other institutions 

participating in the REBECCA project that receive data for analysis.  

 

Societal relevance and future perspectives 

Given the increasing rates of breast cancer survivorship and the post-cancer health complications, 

there is a need for high-quality research to improve post-cancer care. REBECCA platform collects 
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RWD data from breast cancer survivors of all ages over time, providing further evidence of their post-

cancer health challenges. The findings of this study will be used to improve further the REBECCA 

app, which is part of the larger REBECCA project. This app acts as an appropriate methodology for 

gathering sufficient data from this population and helps identify the patients' actual needs. This 

evidence in the field of breast cancer survivorship could aid investigators, public health practitioners, 

and other regulatory organizations across the EU in developing new guidelines and practices for post-

cancer treatment. These implications will improve the quality of life of breast cancer survivors and 

reduce the financial burden of cancer survivorship. Additionally, this study can act as a valid guide 

for future developments of other similar mHealth tools, considering the patients' perceived user 

experience and feedback evaluated here. Nevertheless, additional long-term and high-quality 

evidence investigating the feasibility and effectiveness of the REBECCA app and similar mHealth 

tools in different age groups of breast cancer survivors in a larger sample and different settings are 

still required to confirm our findings. Also, further research on the use characteristics of similar 

mHealth tools in different age groups of patients with other chronic diseases could help lower the 

burden of these conditions by providing efficient health care based on the patients' actual needs and 

preferences. 

 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, the REBECCA app use characteristics were not significantly different between 

younger and older breast cancer survivors. However, these findings might differ in other populations. 

Thus, long-term research with a larger sample size and in different settings investigating the 

association between breast cancer survivors’ age and the use characteristics of this app is needed to 

confirm our findings. In addition, there is still a considerable improvement space for the REBECCA 

app, such as solving technical issues and improving user experience. Further development in the app 

based on the findings of this study could contribute to future research that will use this app to collect 

dietary behaviors and physical activity lifestyle parameters data from breast cancer survivors of all 

ages. The findings of this study could also contribute to the design of the similar mHealth tools.   
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